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MOMS6
learn

HEALED

theirKIDS
And how you can  

heal your child, too.

how
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It’s time we talk about our kids’ health.

Our kids are sick. Just look at the statistics—

they are staggering!

1 in 8 kids has asthma

4 million kids have allergies

1 in 10 kids has ADHD

As moms, we’re the ones on the front 

lines. Making calls about our kids’ 

health. It’s not easy.

Unfortunately, doctors don’t have 

all the answers. But we aren’t alone.  

Other moms have been there, too. 

This e-book will share some of the tips, 

secrets, and healing wisdom that have 

worked for other families.

Let’s journey this together and heal our kids!

Beth Lambert

Executive Director, Documenting Hope

OK.

documentinghope.com

http://www.projecthope.org/
http://documentinghope.com
http://documentinghope.com
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These are 

the stories 

of 6 moms 

who healed 

their kids. 

http://www.projecthope.org/


KIDS
were

our

SICK
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At the beginning 

of every healing 

journey is a 

realization. 

Something is “off” with your child. 

Maybe it’s small—a rash, a persistent cough, an 

ear infection, a food sensitivity. Or maybe it’s 

big—a behavioral or physical challenge that feels 

like it might sink you, a learning disability that 

makes school challenging for your child, a life-

threatening allergy.

But it starts with this realization. With your 

mother’s intuition. You know something is off 

with your child. So you begin to research it. To 

understand it. To name it.

And you get a diagnosis.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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My 3-year-old son was diagnosed with 

JUVENILE IDIOPATHIC ARTHRITIS.

story #1

Our son’s first signs of sickness were 

that he tired easily and occasionally walked 

with a limp. As his arthritis progressed, 

he had trouble getting out of bed. He was 

nauseated and could barely eat for two days 

after taking his weekly pills. He spent entire 

afternoons on my lap. He started using a 

stroller again.

His doctors, my husband, and I agreed to a six 

week plan to try a complementary diet plan 

that had worked for another family. During 

this time we maintained his current levels of 

medication.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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The Lows

There’s no way to know what made our son get 

better and able to come off his medication. But I 

believe that taking gluten out of his diet played 

a role, along with feeding him foods rich in fiber, 

omega-3’s and probiotics.

What Worked Best

The Highs
He used to need my help to get out of bed. But 

one morning, exactly six weeks into the diet 

experiment we’d tried to help him get better, he 

got out of bed himself and announced, “Mommy, 

my knees don’t hurt anymore.” It was a feeling of 

unsurpassed joy.*

* I recently wrote about this unsurpassed joy, along with the 

triumphs of others who’ve confronted chronic disease, in my 

book, “The Other Side of Impossible: Ordinary People Who 

Faced Daunting Medical Challenges and Refused to Give Up.”

story 

#1

There were so many lows! I was afraid of the 

risk associated with the medication my son had 

to take. I was also afraid it wouldn’t work. And 

I was crushed to think that he might think of 

himself as sick.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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story #2
My 3-year-old son was diagnosed  

with AUTISM.

Our son participated in intensive therapy 

for several years, but it was not until he was 

7 and we adjusted his diet to Dr. Katherine 

Reid's reduced free-glutamate diet that he made 

significant progress. 

Within 48 hours of changing his diet, he could 

respond to his name, problem solve, and follow 

directions. His meltdowns and rigidity were 

gone. His fears and obsessions were also gone. 

We quickly put his 6-month-old brother, who 

was in therapy at the same time to make 

http://www.projecthope.org/
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The Lows

eye contact, on the diet. Within 12 hours, he 

made better eye contact and the quality of his 

interactions was more rich and dynamic. He was 

a different baby! We found our miracle. 

These days, if my sons go off diet (which is only 

once a month when they really want to partake 

in a slice of pizza, etc.) their brains respond 

negatively. My three-year-old stutters terribly 

and my 11-year-old cries easily, doesn't respond 

to his name, gets in trouble...it's excruciating 

to watch. But as soon as their brains are clear 

again, they are back to themselves. 

The lowest low for me was knowing something 

was wrong with my boys and feeling helpless.  

I worried so much about my older son getting 

picked on as he grew up. I worried I'd still have 

to be by his side as an adult protecting him 

from a world he didn't understand and that 

didn't understand him. I was heartbroken and 

desperate. 

story 

#2

http://www.projecthope.org/
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1.  Dr. Katherine Reid's Reduced 

Free-Glutamate Diet

2.  Probiotics/fermented veggies 

and drinks

3. Reduced grains and sugar

4.  Vision training

What Worked Best

My highest high was when my son’s teachers, 

doctors, and therapists all saw his progress.  

It happened within only a week of the diet 

change and they were astonished! 

At first, relatives and friends thought we were 

crazy to be drastically altering our diet to help 

our brains. Now they are believers and have 

tried the diet with their own children who 

stutter, have anxiety, and have ADD. They’ve 

all seen the benefits, too. I’m proud to say that 

I’ve played a part in changing some of their 

attitudes.

The Highs

story 

#2

http://www.projecthope.org/
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story #3

My daughter had constipation, food 

sensitivities and Henoch Schonlein Purpura, 

inflammation of the blood vessels that causes 

rashes and bruises. 

Because of her illness she missed 20 days of 

school in a year, and went home early 25 days. 

She was finally diagnosed with CVID, a primary 

immune deficiency.

My daughter was diagnosed with 

HENOCH SCHONLEIN PURPURA 

(inflammation of the blood vessels) and  

CVID, a primary immune deficiency.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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The Lows

story 

#3

She had joint swelling of her elbows, knees, and 

ankles. She also had purple bruises all over her 

body—it looked like we abused her. She could 

not walk for 2 weeks, and had to be pulled in 

a wagon at seven years old. She was tired all 

the time, and slept 14 hours a day. Her teacher 

said she could not focus and was not capable 

of working long periods of time. She could not 

figure skate—her favorite thing in the world.  

She was a shadow of her former exuberant self.  

Watching her regain her health, slowly but 

surely. Her teacher this year can’t even imagine 

she was so sick last year—she is back to getting 

A’s in her subjects and is enthusiastic about life. 

The color has returned to her face. The purple 

circles under her eyes have disappeared. She has 

grown and gained weight. She is playing with her 

friends, swimming in the pool, and competing in 

figure skating. She can handle a day walking in 

a theme park or at the beach without issue. We 

were able to take a family vacation and really 

enjoy it. She is into fashion accessories and 

YouTube and acting just like a typical kid!

The Highs

http://www.projecthope.org/
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What Worked Best

story 

#3

1. We began treating her with 

a potent immune modulator 

which seemed to breathe life 

right back into her.

2.  We implemented the auto-

immune protocol diet (AIP) and 

stuck to it. Her constipation 

went away within 36 hours. She 

is still all organic and gluten/

dairy/soy free but is able to 

cheat once in a while without 

major issue.

3. We used the IonCleanse by AMD 

footbath which made her feel so 

good she repeatedly requested 

it—it helped create an additional 

pathway to excrete toxins.

4. We started IVIG (intravenous 

immunoglobins) to treat CVID.  

These infusions gave her access 

to other people’s immunities 

and helped her regain health.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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story #4
Our son was diagnosed with 

AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER, 

ADHD, and EPILEPSY at age 5.

Our son was diagnosed with ASD and 

ADHD in August 2015 at age 5. For years we 

had no idea why he behaved as he did. He has 

what is known informally today as Asperger’s 

Syndrome. He also has epilepsy. 

Early on, I had no idea that it was unusual to 

have children run away outside the home, or 

have two hour meltdowns daily while throwing 

things or endangering others. I had no idea why 

we were so exhausted. I thought all kids were 

like him.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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The Lows

The Highs
Like many hard fighting mothers, I refused 

to let my son’s diagnoses define him. Today 

he is thriving in an academically challenging 

environment. He has friends, is socially attuned 

to others, and shows empathy for people. He 

transitions well, whether it’s a change of routine 

or long distance travel. He has a sense of humor. 

I never thought he could become the boy he is 

today, considering that two years ago we had no 

idea what was ‘wrong’ with him.

story 

#4

I feared my son would never have a ‘normal’ 

childhood. Our very experienced psychologist 

told us to enroll him into a special school for 

kids like him because he wouldn’t make it to 

college otherwise. He didn’t speak for the first 

three weeks of kindergarten. I had reports 

almost daily that he had had a ‘hard day.’ He 

got kicked out of after school sports for being 

disruptive and not following along. I worried 

that after my husband and I died he would end 

up lonely or broke or homeless. 

http://www.projecthope.org/
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What Worked Best
1.  We went the biomedical route. We were 

really lucky in that we found amazing and 

talented healers in Seattle who guided our 

healing, especially in the Tomatis method 

and chiropractic work. 

2.  To this day, my son is on a gluten, corn, 

soy, and casein free diet and he is thriving 

all around. In fact, he avoids these foods 

because they make him feel ill. 

3.  We’ve been able to manage his neurological 

issues with lifestyle changes and healing 

herbs and supplements. Insights from a 

book called “Medical Medium” have been 

instrumental as well. I am pleased that, 

although it was always an option, we did not 

have to medicate him for his seizures.

story 

#4

http://www.projecthope.org/
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My son could not play like the other kids 

at recess. He tired easily and would lose his 

breath whenever he tried to exert himself. He 

also had a persistent cough. 

He had his tonsils and adenoids removed shortly 

after his diagnosis. During this time he also 

experienced extreme constipation.

story #5
My 5-year-old son was diagnosed 

with ASTHMA.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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story 

#5

The Lows

The Highs

What Worked Best

The greatest joy was when our elementary-aged 

son no longer had to sit in the nurse’s office 

during recess for his Albuterol treatment.

The lowest moment was when the doctor 

recommended our son start the prescription 

medication Singulair to treat his asthma 

symptoms. Singulair had recently been on the 

news for causing suicidal thoughts in children 

and teens. I felt so hopeless.

1.  Nutritional coach

2.  Energetic medicine remedies (we met 

remotely with practitioners using the 

Zyto cradle)

3.  Nambudripad’s Allergy Elimination 

Techniques (NAET)

http://www.projecthope.org/
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My son was diagnosed with Severe Non-

Verbal Autism by age two, after multiple toxin 

insults in my pregnancy and in his infancy. 

He had multiple underlying systematic issues 

such as: Severe Gut Dysbiosis, Candida, 

Clostridia, High Viral Load, High Heavy Metals, 

mitochondrial dysfunction, and methylation 

dysfunction. 

After treating the multiple layers of illness he 

lost his diagnosis by 5 years old and is now 8.

story #6
At age 2 my son was diagnosed with 

SEVERE NONVERBAL AUTISM.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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The Lows

There were so many highs. One that stands 

out was toward the end of recovery after a 

Hard Chamber HBOT (Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy) 

treatment. We were driving home and I heard 

him say, “Mom, I feel so much better. I felt so 

sick, but you always told me you would make 

me feel better.” He was 4.5 years old at the time. 

Also, watching him go to a private preschool 

with neurotypical peers and be fully functional. 

But the highest moment was officially losing his 

diagnosis at 5, and being released from his IEP.

The Highs

story 

#6

Some of the most challenging moments were 

early on when he went from verbal to non 

verbal. He would just scream, bang his head, flap 

his hands, and posture on everything. 

Then I also had to take the wheel on my own as 

far as facilitating treatment. I had a 3-day-old 

infant, was alone in a new city, and my spouse 

was deploying to Afghanistan as a Marine. 

Finances were challenging, too—it got very 

stressful. To the point where I sold my car, all of 

my jewelry, and anything I had earned from my 

previous working life.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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What Worked Best
1.  Diet modification, specifically SCD 

(Specific Carbohydrate Diet)

2.  Addressing his disrupted 

methylation cycle

3. What really brought him “home” 

was 40 Hard Chamber HBOT dives 

in conjunction with antivirals and 

yeast treatment. 

4. Homeopathy and upper cervical 

chiropractic adjustments were 

integral as well.

story 

#6

http://www.projecthope.org/
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You are not alone on 

your healing journey. 

You are part of a tribe of moms.

And we are on the front lines together. Charging 

ahead. Forging new territory. Getting knocked 

down. Celebrating wins. 

We are in the trenches. 

Here, these 6 moms offer you final thoughts for 

your journey.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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Consult the experts, 

for sure. But keep 

in mind that no one 

knows everything. 

Doctors’ knowledge 

of nutrition is 

especially limited. 

Keep digging. Keep 

talking to other 

parents about what 

worked for them.

Work hard to reduce 

inflammation and 

reduce the free-

glutamate build up 

in your child's brain. 

Keep the faith and 

things will change! 

Things WILL get 

better!

http://www.projecthope.org/
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Do not listen to anyone who says your child 

cannot get better—they can and they do. 

-

Listen to your gut—do your research, do the work, 

do the diet—but listen to your gut above all. 

-

Don’t blindly trust. Don’t give your kids anything 

you haven’t researched.

-

Find others that are going through the same 

thing. Learn from them. Lean on them.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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Refuse to let a diagnosis 

be your child's fate. 

Your love for your 

child exceeds any 

expert’s opinion and 

you will find the tools, 

information, and people 

to help your child heal. 

It’s not an easy journey, 

but it’s a rewarding 

one. The healing and 

wellness it will bring 

your whole family is 

profound.

You have to be an 

advocate for your child. 

No one else is going to 

do that job for you.  

The amount of time 

you spend “healing” 

your child will seem 

minuscule when you 

compare it to the 

lifetime of good health 

they will enjoy.

http://www.projecthope.org/
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Do not take no for an answer. If you feel your 

child may have underlying systematic issues, 

find a practice who will run all appropriate 

testing, labs, etc. At times it may seem like it’s 

taking forever, but stay the course and do not 

let anyone stand in your way. Also, take care of 

yourself. Know that anything is possible. You 

may come across many adversities, but keep 

moving forward. Give yourself grace.

http://www.projecthope.org/


We went to our very own Madiha Saeed, MD, Documenting Hope 

Director of Education, to get her tips on health and healing for our 

kids. Dr. Saeed is a holistic family practitioner and a mom to four 

healthy and active boys. Here is what she had to say.

YOU

HEAL your
CHILD

how
can

, too



Embrace Real Foods 

Tailored to your 

Child’s Specific Health 

Needs

a)   To start, your family must make a 

commitment to eat only real  

whole foods. Instead of buying 

processed foods, put your resources 

toward vegetables, fruits, protein and  

healthy fats.

b)   Eat organic whenever possible and avoid genetically 

modified foods (GMOs).

c)   Eat nutrient-dense foods. Key nutrients like 

magnesium, zinc, selenium and iodine as well as 

trace minerals are typically missing in today’s 

Standard American Diet (SAD). Our bodies need 

minerals to function properly, so eating mineral-

rich foods like liver, nutritious broths (from wild, 

pastured, or grass-fed animals), sea vegetables, 

and dark leafy green vegetables can give your body 

what it needs to heal.

d)  Tailor your child’s diet by identifying and removing 

foods that cause inflammation.

#1

Increases in the number of chronic 

illness cases today are directly 

related to a rise in inflammation 

and a reduced ability to fight 

environmental stressors (lowered 

resilience.) Following are some 

guidelines for bringing your child 

back to vibrant health:



Ask your healthcare practitioner to help you identify which foods 

may be causing inflammation for your child. Many people find that 

they can identify trigger foods by removing the most common food 

allergens (gluten, dairy, eggs, corn, soy, nuts, tree nuts, fish, and 

shellfish) for 2-4 weeks and then begin to add them back in, one at  

a time, every 4th day while keeping an eye out for unusual symptoms. 

Be sure to keep a food journal as symptoms may take 2-3 days  

to appear.

Work With a Knowledgeable 

Practitioner

Working with an integrative or functional-medicine doctor, holistic 

physician, or naturopath is a great first step. These types of 

practitioners are trained to look for the root causes of your child’s 

symptoms and help the body to return to a balanced state. To find  

an integrative or holistic practitioner in your area, visit our sister site 

www.epidemicanswers.org/providers.

 

Get Back to Basics

a)  Get your child outdoors. Daily exposure to nature and 

natural sunlight support health in many ways.

b)   Make sure your children are getting adequate sleep each 

night. Did you know that the blue lights from devices 

such as iPads, tablets, televisions and smartphones can 

interfere with your child’s ability to sleep? To help your 

child sleep, limit use of these devices in the evening and 

set and uphold consistent bedtimes.

c)   “Green” your child’s environment. Evaluate your child’s 

toxic exposures, including household cleaners, chemicals, 

personal care products, pesticides on produce, etc. Choose 

more natural alternatives—organic produce, natural 

personal care products and household cleaners. For more 

information and help selecting the safest, most natural 

products, see www.ewg.org or www.madesafe.org.

#2

#3

www.epidemicanswers.org/providers


Encourage Healthy Movement

Every step counts! In fact, adding any type of exercise or regular 

movement will help reduce inflammation. Children are naturally 

active, and encouraging their physical activity helps nourish their 

development and growth, and improves their growing immune 

system. Can you guess the number one way to reduce oxidative stress 

in the body (damage from free radicals)? You guessed it! Exercise!

Practice and Teach Gratitude and 

Positivity 

Being thankful helps create a subconscious world of positivity that 

governs 90% of our thoughts and actions. This positive energy 

boosts optimism which improves immune function and helps prevent 

disease. Being thankful does not mean sweeping your challenges 

and frustrations under the rug. But even on the darkest days, there is 

usually something positive to acknowledge. Remind yourself to look 

for and acknowledge “what is right with my child?” and celebrate 

every gain made along the healing journey.

Explore Other Whole-Body Healing 

Modalities

These days there are so many options available to heal and prevent 

chronic illnesses and diseases. Look for knowledgeable providers 

where you live. Some of the many tools include:

#4

#5

#6

• Homeopathy
• Acupuncture and Acupressure
• Massage & Reflexology
• Cranial Osteopathy
• Chiropractic Care
• Aromatherapy
• Reiki or Energy Medicine
• Chinese Medicine
• Hydrotherapy

• Reflex Integration
· Body work such as Feldkenkrais, 

Anat Baniel Method, Rhythmic 

Movement and others

• Herbal Medicine
• Nutritional Supplementation 

and Therapy

• And many more
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Moms just like you have figured out 

how to heal their kids.

We know that healing is possible. Stories like 

these are showing us the way.

And now, Documenting Hope is turning 

these STORIES into SCIENCE.

We are documenting—on film and 

scientifically—that kids CAN and DO recover 

from chronic illnesses. So we can share this 

healing wisdom with everyone.

Click to watch our video.

Yes!

documentinghope.com

http://www.projecthope.org/
https://documentinghope.com/donate/donations/
http://documentinghope.com
http://documentinghope.com
https://documentinghope.com/donate/donations/

